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Montana Territory Peacemakers Man Table at April
Gun Show
“Hello sir, have you ever tried Cowboy Action Shooting?” “Do you like to shoot?” “Would
you like to learn a little more about Cowboy Action Shooting?” were frequently heard questions
as the Club manned a table at the local April
gun show again this year. The April gun show has
become one of the Club’s main recruiting events
in an effort to promote and introduce new shooters to Cowboy Action Shooting. Sign-ups for the
April 30th new shooters class netted thirty-eight
potential attendees.
Thanks to all who worked the table including, but not limited to, Angel, Galloping Swede,
Latigo, Bugler, Tough Eye Jones, Kid Kansas, Yellowstone Nerd, Big Sky Ranger, Two Gun Montana, and Homestake. Special thanks to Galloping Swede and Bugler for set-up and tear down
and to Two Gun
Montana for getTwo Gun Montana (left) and Galloping Swede
ting the table lined
(right) man the gun show table
up.
Gun show attendees that signed up for the “New Shooters” Class on April 30th will be called during the week prior to
remind them of the class and determine if they’ll be at the
class.
Bugler (at left) displays his rifle used
for demonstration at the gun show
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Those of us looking to get in an early match this year were foiled again by
the foibles and vagaries of Montana weather. While the scheduled day of the
match dawned relatively sunny and clear, the preceding days of rain had taken
their toll on the range conditions resulting in the cancelation of the match.
Back into the safe go the .22’s. Hopefully next year we’ll be able to blow
the dust out of those .22 caliber barrels.
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 Gun Show
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Cowboy Poetry

“Reincarnation”

By Wallace McRae

"What does Reincarnation mean?"
A cowpoke ast his friend.
His pal replied, "It happens when
Yer life has reached its end.
They comb yer hair, and warsh yer neck,
And clean yer fingernails,
And lay you in a padded box
Away from life's travails."
"The box and you goes in a hole,
That's been dug in the ground.
Reincarnation starts in when
Yore planted 'neath a mound.
Them clods melt down, just like yer box,
And you who is inside.
And then yore just beginnin' on
Yer transformation ride."
"In a while, the grass'll grow
Upon yer rendered mound.
Till some day on yer moldered
grave
A lonely flower is found.
And say a hoss should wander by,
And graze upon this flower,
That once wuz you, but now's become
Yer vegetative bower."
"The posy that the hoss done ate
Up, with his other feed,
Makes bone, and fat, and muscle
Essential to the steed.
But some is left that he can't use,
And so it passes through,
And finally lays upon the ground.
This thing, that once wuz you."
"Then say, by chance, I wanders by,
And sees this on the ground.
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And I ponders, and I wonders at,
This object that I found.
I thinks of reincarnation,
Of life and death, and such.
And come away concludin': 'Slim,
You ain't changed, all that much.'"
……………………..…from Cowboy Curmudgeon (1992) with
permission from Gibbs Smith, Publisher.
Cowboy poet Wallace (Wally) McRae is a thirdgeneration rancher, with a
30,000 acre cow-calf ranch
near Forsyth, Montana. He
was the first cowboy poet to
be awarded the National Heritage Award from the National
Endowment for the Arts. He is
a recipient of the Montana
Governor's Award for the Arts,
and has served on the National Council of the Arts.

“Reincarnation” by Wally McRea is probably the
first “cowboy” poem I can remember hearing. I
liked the folksy vernacular, the rhyme and rhythm,
wit, and, of course, the twist at the end. I’ve also
enjoyed many of Wally’s other poems and you can,
too, in his books Cowboy Curmudgeon, It’s Just
Grass and Water, Up North is Down the Crick, and
Things of Intrinsic Worth. I guess this poem
started me on a life long appreciation for and enjoyment of cowboy poetry and I thank Wally
McRae for it. Homestake

Cowboy Wisdom
If it don't seem like
it's worth the effort, it probably
ain't.
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Cowboy/Cowgirl Profile

“Bugler”
MTP Times: Thanks, Bugler,
for providing this issue’s
“Shooter Profile.” Tell us, how
did and/or why did you choose
your Alias?
Bugler: Bugler is my alias because I am a real deal bugler
and play TAPS graveside for
deceased veterans and their
families. I’ve played over 4000
services since 1980. I am also a
semi-professional trumpet player
here in Billings….which really
means that SOMETIMES I get
paid but most times not!
MTP Times: How long have you
been shooting Cowboy Action?
Bugler: I started in 2000 when I
was living in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
MTP Times: Why did you start
shooting Cowboy Action?
Bugler: I am a competitive
shooter and many of the shooting disciplines I shoot in weren’t
available there. SASS was available and looked like fun, so I
jumped in and joined the group
and started traveling to as many
away matches as possible.
MTP Times: What do you like
about Cowboy Action Shooting?
Bugler: For some it is a game
of speed and accuracy, some
are very speedy…I am NOT! Being VERY accurate is a throwback to my small bore shooting.
For others it is not how good you
shoot but how good you look
WHILE you are shooting! SASS

shooters get to do BOTH! I like
bang clang…bang dang not so
much!!
MTP Times: What guns do you
shoot and why? Have you shot
others? Why did you change?
Bugler: When I started, I used
my dad’s 1970 mfg. Navy Arms
1866 Carbine in .38 Special and
my Grandfather’s 1902 mfg. 1897
Winchester pump that had a
bulged barrel that I had to
shorten the barrel on. My revolvers at the time were a pair of
1860 Army Cap & Ball that I still
use on occasion. I already had
the belt and holster (Cavalry flap
over) so all I had to do was get
another holster and I was good to
go.
As I progressed through the
years, I found other firearms in
local pawns shops that are in the
herd and used today….my ’73
Winchester (Uberti) in 44-40, I
added a Stevens 311 coach gun
that a fellow shooter could no
longer use….had had almost a
jillion rounds through and had
been rebuilt twice and needs to
be rebuilt again, several sets of
’73 Colt copies, 2 that are .357
Mag 7 ½ in. bbl’s that are usually
my main match guns ( I shoot .38
spl’s in), and 2 sets of 44-40’s
which I really like to shoot the
dark side stuff in (Black Powder).
What a hoot to shoot and is
QUITE authentic as well.
MTP Times: Where all do/have
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you shot matches?
Bugler: I have traveled to many
matches in Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Utah, Washington,
and North Dakota. Some of
which were State Championships and even a Regional in Nevada. I have a great deal of fun
traveling to other clubs to see
how they set up their stages and
meet other shooters. I am also a
founding member of the Sixgun
Justice shoot in Rexberg, Idaho.
Incredible facility complete with a
Fort, Livery stable, hotel, saloon,
jail, outhouse (prop), gallows,
railroad cars, long range everything and many side matches.
According to the current president of the club (Rusty Bucket) I
am the only shooter to have shot
clean matches in every match I
have shot with them.
The Montana State Championship last year in Great Falls
was a HOOT! I hope we can
double our club’s presence at
State this year! We need to
make a strong club showing
while having a blast….
MTP Times: Have you held any
club positions, been match director, written scenarios,
built/contributed props (which
ones)???
Bugler: Never been a president
of a club or a Match Director, but
I have written many stages, built
many props that are still on the
range at Sixgun Justice. I have
also done a great deal in recruiting for SASS and soliciting
prizes for matches here and in
Idaho. I also collect all of the
match booklets from any match
as well as storing about 15 State
Continued on Page 4
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Cowboy/Cowgirl Profile

“Bugler”

and Regional Championships on
a flash drive that can be used for
new ideas.
MTP Times: Anything new or
different you'd like to see at our
matches?
Bugler: I think it benefits a club
to have as many of its members
as possible travel to other clubs
and matches. This not only
builds some camaraderie, but
gives all members new ideas to
incorporate into their own local
matches. I am a BIG believer in
variety so that none of us gets
bored. That means some up
close and personal targets, some
that you have to work at to hit,
some that are reactionary (Texas
Star, shotgun pop up aerial targets, plate racks, actually moving

from one target array to another).
The most fun I ever had at a
match was where they incorporated ALL of these things so that
there was something for everyone!
MTP Times: What other types
of shooting do you do? Hunting?
Bugler: For many years I shot
NRA 3 & 4 Position Smallbore
and Outdoor Prone, NRA High
Power Rifle Service Rifle, NRA
Air Rifle, NRA Rimfire Silhouette,
USPSA, IDPA, ICORE.
After a long hiatus, I started
hunting again with a dear friend
of mine. Found a whole bunch of
stuff in a box marked HUNTING
that I long forgot I even had! My
canteen still had water in it from
somewhere….decided to pour
that out and start fresh…..
I greatly enjoy finding new
prairie dog towns that need thinning!
MTP Times: Anything else you'd
like other shooters to know about
you??? Any advice for new
shooters?
Bugler: Advice for new shooters……Don’t be in a hurry to ac-
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quire everything all at once. Most
of us bought things as we could
when we could. I am a BIG believer in use what you already
have first when possible. Try
other things before buying!
For example, Try a Marlin, try
a ’73, and ’66 a ’92…try a ’97
Pump shotgun, try a Stevens
311, a Baikal, a Rossi, a Browning etc BEFORE buying. Try a
Ruger vaquero, a Colt ’73 clone,
a Remington clone etc.
I have seen too many folks
buy something that is inexpensive and then get frustrated and
quit when their gear was holding
them back. What fun is it to
shoot this game when you are
fighting something all of the
time?
We as experienced shooters
need to mentor the new shooters
so that this doesn’t happen. I
have loaned many shooters
guns, holsters, ammo so that
they WOULD have a positive experience, and when it IS positive
the likelihood of them returning
goes WAY up. Isn’t that what we
all want? The MTP club is very
good about mentoring.

Work Day Held at the Range on March 19
Several club members turned out on March 19th to inventory
range boxes, rearrange the storage building, and plan for storage
building enhancements. Plans were made to add additional shelving
and provide additional bracing for existing shelving.
Some of those turning out for the event were: Galloping Swede,
Angel, Latigo, Grizzly Bill, Packratt, Two Gun Montana, Homestake,
and maybe a couple more that memory fails to recall (sorry).
Right: Galloping Swede examines a prop
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Ladies’ Fashion for MTP

Shirts

Upcoming Events Schedule

by Lilly Blossom

Because our shooting sport is fantasy loosely
based on history, our attire has some historical leeway. For example - In SASS it is common during
the warmer days of summer to see lady shooters
wandering around dressed only in their bloomers
and camisoles. Women of the old west, even soiled
doves, did not appear in public in their underwear.
Now you’ve been to some matches, seen other
women’s attire, visited with the ladies and been on
the internet checking out period looks. You have
settled on a character that wears pants. Life is good!
A pair of jeans and a couple shirts, wild rag
(bandana), maybe suspenders or vest will take the
pressure off your pocket book for quite a while.
Some shirts did have collars for the time period
we depict. However, the most popular look on the
SASS range is a shirt without a collar. This can be
accomplished quite easily by removing the collar of
a shirt and sewing the little standup yoke that is attached to the shirt back together at the top where it
was attached to the collar. That’s it! If you can
thread a needle, you can manage this.
Shirts are long sleeved. Rolling up a long sleeve
shirt in the heat of the day is quite permissible.
There are many shirt styles for the 1850’s through
the 1880s. Shirts may button all the way up the
front or have only a short button opening like polo
shirts of today. Shirts may have a bib that buttons
on over a short button opening. The earlier the decade the more gathered is the shirt sleeve at the shoulder and the cuff. Also the earlier the decade, the
back of the shirt may have a yoke with the main portion of the shirt back gathered
where it meets the yoke. This
allows for more movement and
comfort. This can also be true
for the front of the shirt. Cotton
is the fabric of choice. Shirts
can be solid colored or patterned. Because we have the
convenience of a washer and

April Events
4/2

Colter's Hell Justice Committee monthly
match
4/9
High Lonesome Drifters monthly match
4/14 Practice
4/15-17 Gun Show
4/16 Colter's Hell Justice Committee Wild
Bunch match
4/16 Custer County Stranglers monthly match
4/18 Club Meeting
4/23 Monthly Match
Sign-up 8:00 a.m.
Match Begins 9:00 a.m.
Match Director – Muggins Taylor
Stage Writer – Yellowstone Nerd
**Special Event** TBD
4/30 New Shooter Class

May Events
5/7
5/12
5/14
5/16
5/21
5/28

Colter's Hell Justice Committee monthly
match
Practice
High Lonesome Drifters monthly match
Club Meeting
Custer County Stranglers monthly match
Monthly Match and Swap Meet
Sign-up 8:00 a.m.
Match Begins 9:00 a.m.
Match Director – Swede
Stage Writer – Swede
**Special Event** TBD

drier, lighter colored fabrics are commonly seen on
the SASS range. Shirts in darker hues were the norm
in days gone by.
More to follow…
Picture of blouse at left courtesy of Wild West Mercantile
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Cowboy Lingo

“Hats”

So what did cowboys call their hats?
Probably not “cowboy hats”! I once knew a
feller who had been an exchange student in
France. He used to take great delight in visiting the bakery and asking for French bread.
The baker would throw up his hands and exclaim, “French bread, French bread!! This is
France—it’s all French bread!!” Similarly, any
hat a cowboy wears is a “cowboy hat.”
Ramon F. Adams, in his book “Cowboy
Lingo” says that a cowboy’s hat had interchangeable titles, “hat and sombrero.” The
distinction was primarily geographical with the
term “hat” used in the northwest and
“sombrero” in the southwest.
Other slang terms for hats were: John B.
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or Stetson (whether made by John B. Stetson or
not), hair case, conk cover, lid, or war-bonnet.
According to Mr. Adams, “Silk hats of the East
were ‘plugs’ or ‘stovepipes,’ while derbies were
’pots’ or ’hard-boiled hats’.”
John B. Stetson is credited as the originator of
the “cowboy” hat. His basic design for his western style hat, which he called “The Boss of the
Plains,” was conceived in the early 1860’s.
The “ten gallon” hat wasn’t around during the
period we portray, as it wasn’t made by John B.
Stetson until the 1920’s. It might, however, be
appropriate in the “B” Western category.
Cowboys are pretty particular about how and
where they set their hats down. You most likely
won’t ever find one setting his hat on a chair—
unless they absolutely can’t avoid it, as cowboys
have a great distaste for having their hat sat
upon. Most hat wearers would agree that the safest place for your cowboy hat is on your head.

Sign up for the Montana Territory Peacemakers July Match with the Big
Sky State Games
The Montana Territory Peacemakers (MTP) and
Big Sky State Games (BSSG) are partnering this
year to host Cowboy Action Shooting as a BSSG
shooting event.
The event will be held on July 23 (4th Saturday
of the month—normal MTP match date).
IMPORTANT: To shoot the July match, you will
need to register with the Big Sky State Games.
Registration for BSSG shooting events opens in
May. As Cowboy Action Shooting participants are
limited to the first 50 shooters, early registration
is recommended and encouraged. On site registration the day of the match will be allowed up to the
maximum number of shooters.
Registration for BSSG shooting events is $18 for
the first event and $5 for each additional shooting
event. In addition to the registration fee, there will

be a $5 target fee payable at check-in the day of the
match.
Categories for the match include: Buckaroos,
Young Guns, Cowboy/Cowgirl, 49er, Senior, Elder
Statesman/Elder Stateswoman, Duelist, Frontier
Cartridge, Sod Buster (over age 16), and Young Sod
Buster (age 16 and under).
For additional information, registration, etc.
check out the Big Sky State Games Home Page and
the Big Sky State Games Cowboy Action Shooting
web site/page.
As with all BSSG registrations (prior to the cutoff),
participants will receive a T-shirt and a ticket to the
BSSG opening ceremonies which will be held July 15.
Cowboy Action Shooters can participate in the
“Parade of Athletes” (along with shooters of other
disciplines) during the opening ceremonies.
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Cowboy Recipe

“A man’s gotta eat!”
Continuing last month’s examination of the
old time cowboys’ sweet tooth, here’s a recipe
for

Cowboy Fry Bread

Ingredients:
1 cup milk
1 package active dry yeast
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
1 teaspoon salt
2 eggs, beaten
3 1/2 to 4 cups all-purpose flour, sifted
Vegetable oil (Original, old-time recipe
would have used lard—this is healthier)
Directions:
Heat the milk over the stove until warm but not
hot. Pour it into a large bowl and add yeast,
sugar and salt. Stir in the beaten eggs, then
slowly mix in flour until mixture forms a smooth,
elastic dough. Cover with a towel and allow to
rise until double in size (30 minutes to one hour).
Lightly flour work surface and divide dough into
12 pieces roughly the size of baseballs, then flatten into disks. Let dough rise again, about 10
minutes.
Heat oil to 350 degrees F in a deep fryer, large
pot or skillet. Fry dough disks one or two at a
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time for three to five minutes, depending on size,
turning once.
Makes somewhere around 12 servings.

Now, you might be wondering how “Cowboy
Fry Bread” is different from “Indian Fry Bread.”
The Navajos are credited with creating Indian Fry
Bread from ingredients received from the government during 4 years of captivity.

Indian Fry Bread
Ingredients:
3 cups flour
3 teaspoons of powdered milk
1 1⁄2 teaspoons baking powder
1⁄2 teaspoon salt
1 1⁄3 cups warm water
vegetable oil for frying (Once again, lard is more
authentic)
Directions: Pretty much the same as “Cowboy
Fry Bread”.

As you can see, the differences are the leavening agent, the sugar, and the eggs. I’d bet
that cowboys ate and eat both.

Comments
Feel free to provide your comments and suggestions
for future Montana Territory Peacemaker newsletters
to mtpeacemakers@gmail.com with a subject of
“Newsletter Comments.”

March Meeting Notes
Attending: Angel, Muggins Taylor, Lilly Blossom, Galloping Swede, Grizzly Bill, Two Gun Montana, Homestake, Latigo,
Bugler, Packratt, Doc Money, Tough Eye Jones, and Trooper Tyre
 BSSG— Stage status and possible scorekeepers as volunteers were discussed. BSSG registration includes ticket
to opening ceremony and opportunity to march in the parade of athletes.
 Preparation for the .22 match were discussed. Setup will be at 7:30 on Saturday.
 Two Gun Montana will get a table at the April gun show. Gun show hours are 1-5 Friday, 9-5 Saturday, and 9-3
Sunday. A sign-up sheet will be sent out looking for representatives in 2 hour shifts
 Tentative date for the Buckbored memorial is July 10.
 Target sales and purchases were discussed and Latigo will pursue.
 The hope that the club could have a larger representation at the Montana SASS state match was expressed.
 It was moved, seconded, and passed that the club pursue a club badge with the club name, the state of Montana,
and crossed pistols. Homestake will work on obtaining estimates and design.
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The club has decided to hold monthly practice sessions this year to provide
an opportunity to hone shooting skills without having to do so while shooting
the monthly match. Of course, we’ve always been able to practice on our
own, but probably don’t have the targets, timers, instructors, etc. to be really
effective at it.
The first practice session, scheduled for April 14 and honcho’d by Bugler
had to be canceled due to muddy conditions in the bays. Hopefully we’ll get to
shoot sometime this year!!!

Montana Territory Peacemakers
Vote for Club Badge
An item on the March meeting agenda resulted
in a vote to adopt a club badge and accepted a design idea.
After several emails, (with the badge company
and club members), a design was approved. The
2 1/4 inch badges should be available at monthly
matches and other club events in the near future.

April Meeting Notes
Attending: Angel, Muggins Taylor, Lilly Blossom, Galloping Swede, Grizzly Bill, Miz Griz, and Homestake
 Yellowstone Nerd is the stage writer for the April
match and Muggins Taylor is the Match Director—
set-up will be at 6 p.m. on Friday.
 Galloping Swede is the stage writer and Match
Director for the May match. As the first match
after the new shooters class, a “swap” meet will
be held.
 Preparations for the April 30th New Shooters
class were discussed and volunteers identified.
 Big Sky State Games preparations were reviewed.
Angel has access to the BSSG registrations so
registrations can be monitored. Bay props and set
-up were identified.
 Gun show sign-ups for the new shooters class
were reviewed. Thirty-eight potential attendees
signed up at the gun show.
 Homestake reported on obtaining badges. A copy
of the design was presented. Blue Bayou is currently working on a sample. Payment arrangements were discussed and Galloping Swede will
advise the club of the pending expenditure and
determine best method to pay for the badges. A
suggestion to charge first time match shooters
$10 and giving them a badge instead of letting
them shoot for free was well received and the consensus was for adoption.
 Galloping Swede will ask Bugler to coordinate the
May practice session using his plan for the April
practice which was canceled due to muddy bays.
 Methods of improving drainage in the bays and
possibly obtaining a grant(s) to pay for improvements were discussed. Any grant application
would have to be approved by the BR&G Club.

